Dear Business Partner,
currently we experience a great time for solar here in Europe.
Prices for solar modules are the lowest we ever have seen in the market and a further
decrease down to 0.25 $/Wp is expected during the year. Resulting in lower BOS costs,
allows to develop more and more cost-efficient systems outside the feed-in tariffs, for
example with PPA models in Spain and France.
Even in Germany, where the market for solar was low in the last 3 to 4 years, the number
of new systems slightly starts to increase again. Most driven from small and commercial
systems up to 750kWp.
But still not enough to even reach the renewable expansion goals of the Federal
Government.
Only 2% of the in 2017 world wide new photovoltaic systems were installed in Germany
[Fraunhofer ISE, Juli 2018]. In total 1.75 GW, which is even 0.75 GW below the agreed
EEG expansion for solar per year. And also far away from the approximately new to install
5 GW per year, necessary to reach a renewable energy coverage of 65% by 2030 [Agora
Energiewende, Juli 2018]. But at least the industry seems to overcome the hurdles in the
German market, partially caused by the German government itself.
At the same time solar systems in Europe are currently above their predicted production
because of the long sunny weather period this summer, which makes them even more
profitable. This proofs again, that solar energy is one of the most promising technology to
cover the world energy demand.
With our helioconsult services we help to make your systems even more reliable and costefficient. Learn more in this newsletter, what we can do for you and what else will be
interesting this August.
We hope you will enjoy this newsletter and we wish you a very successful month!
Dr. Daniel Faltermeier
Managing Partner
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System Inspection out
of one box
When it comes to travel, tools for the
inspection
and measurements of
components all over the world are often not
easy to take with. Not only the high prices
for extra shipping or over-luggage costs
can increase the final bill unnecessary.
Often the equipment is unhandy and
sometimes not even available if needed.
For example to measure the module
capacity in the field, typically two big boxes
with equipment are necessary to carry. If
not explicitly ordered upfront by the
customer, usually these equipment stays at
home and can not be used just for a quick
check-up to proof an unclear situation right
on site with additional measurements.
That is the reason why we built a concept where we could fit all our equipment in just one
single small travel case without loosing the ability to investigate the system in detail under
all relevant norms and regulations. This allows us for example to measure the module
capacity in compliance with the IEC 60891 and other relevant norms with a tolerance of
below 5%.
Also equipped with a small visual drone, supporting milestone inspections during erection
and getting a general overview of the system makes it very convenient and quick. Only the
larger and expensive IR-camera equipment still stays in the hand luggage while traveling
with an airplane.
Additionally we developed highly reliable strategies to use smaller commercial available
tools to provide all relevant results, without the hassle of a large equipment.
This new equipment design saves time and money and helps us to provide our service for
very affordable prices.
If you would like to know more about our equipment concept, with our consulting services
we also help our customers to built their own designated equipment for maintenance and
inspections.
Talk to our experts to learn more about these and our On-Site-Inspection services.
Services

Solar Yield Forecast
As already known from being a part of our
Project
Due
Diligence
for
very
standardizable systems up to 750 kWp, we
also offer our yield forecast calculations as
a stand-alone service not only limited to
these project sizes.
These highly reliable forecast guarantees best knowledge about the expected production
parameters of your solar systems and gives you all relevant base parameters for further
technical and financial calculations. Accepted from most of the banks and investors all
around the globe.
Participate from fast process times and an optimized customer experience submitting
necessary data for the calculation.
And even if it is a highly automized procedure, all calculations are finally individually
checked by our experienced engineers to guarantee the highest available quality of these
reports.
Go directly to our project submission form on our webpage:

Project submission form

The hassle with the
regulation jungle
Do you know under which conditions you
are building your new solar project and
know exactly what the revenue will be? If
you can answer this question with yes,
than you probalely have spend a lot of time
researching this issue, or you are already
an expert in the market. For alle others we
offer guidance through this jungle. Helping
you to make the right decision from the
beginning of a project. Making sure that
you reach a technical and financial
optimum.

Rent an Expert
In times were it's hard to find the right
employee for a designated job, we offer our
engineering capabilities and experience not
only as a third party. If necessary our
engineers take over responsibility for your
renewable energy projects.
Anyway you are building a new solar or
wind project, developing an internal
procedure or participating at a large bid, we
support you throughout the entire process,
to make sure you are not limited by
available resources.
We make sure that rescues are available
also on short notice to solve even the
hardest challenges.
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